**Trackmen Lose To Northeastern; Moresfield Wins 3 Weight Events**

Despite a virtual sweep of the weight events and a much stronger showing than usual in the field, the MIT track team went down to a 213-85 defeat at the hands of the Northeastern Track Team last Saturday on the home oval. Captain John Morefield '60 led the Beavers by three times.

The Engineers started strong when Larry Lauzinger '58 turned in a 16.0 paces to win the high hurdles. Senior Lieutenant Tim Hoffman, running in his first meet of the year, pulled down second in the event and the homo team had a 11-7 lead. Northeastern swept to first and second in the 440-yard dash and the mile and picked up second and third in the 880, which was won by Glenn Bennett '58 with a time of 1:50.5. They followed with a clean sweep of the 220-yard dash and added first and third in the two-mile to pull into a comfortable lead. They picked up another nine points in the area when they again acept all three places.

On Deck

**Today**

P.M.

Varsity Tennis-at Amherst 1:00

Varsity Baseball—Tufts 4:00

Freshman Baseball—at Tufts 9:00

Varsity Lacrosse—Tufts 9:00

**Wednesday**

Freshman Lacrosse—

Dean Academy 4:00

HEAVYWEIGHT GEAR

(Continued from page 3)

reverted an earlier decision and named our best race of the year. In the final the Engineers atched third and last after failing in the fourth spot for most of the race. Only in the last quarter mile were Tufts and Yale able to overtake the Corn- nel and Georg, who finished a length out of fourth and fourth behind the winning Cornell boat. Cornell also took the varsity race in a sprinter- and finished with Yale.

The fresh finished very strong in their heat, just falling by a deck length to finish a surprising Dartmouth boat and soundly beating Syr- acuse and Rutgers. Twelve time of 4:18.7 was better than that of the boat that qualified for the final.

**NOW LOOK HERE! FOR LUCKY DROOLLES!**

**WHAT'S THIS?**

for solution see paragraph below.

**NOW LOOK HERE! FOR LUCKY DROOLLES!**

**WHY IS THIS?**

for solution see paragraph below.
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**RULY STRIKE**

**CIGARETTES**
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**TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1962**

**Tech Diamonds Lose To Wesleyan Get Only Two**

Despite an eighth-place finish, the MIT baseball team went down to a 1-0 defeat at the hands of Wesleyan University yesterday at a 6-0 o'clock. Coach Kocsi, although the team inserting sophomore Dick Bennett first and second in the 440-yard dash and the mile and picked up second and third in the 880, which was won by Glenn Bennett '58 with a time of 1:50.5. They followed with a clean sweep of the 220-yard dash and added first and third in the two-mile to pull into a comfortable lead. They picked up another nine points in the area when they again accept all three places.

John Morefield and brother Fred Morefield '61 took all the top honors in the weights as John won the hammer with a 178'-4" throw, the shot with a 55'-5" toss, and the discus with a 147'-0" effort. Fred threw the jaw- "What Contributions to Research Can Be Made through a Basic Space Science Study?"...